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Abstract
Consider a quasi-linear system of two Klein–Gordon equations with masses m1; m2: We
prove that when m1a2m2 and m2a2m1; such a system has global solutions for small, smooth,
compactly supported Cauchy data. This extends a result proved by Sunagawa (J. Differential
Equations 192 (2) (2003) 308) in the semi-linear case. Moreover, we show that global existence
holds true also when m1 ¼ 2m2 and a convenient null condition is satisﬁed by the
nonlinearities.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of global existence for quasi-linear Klein–
Gordon equations with small Cauchy data in two space dimensions. We consider an
equation of type
&v þ v ¼ Fðv; @tv; @xv; @t@xv; @2xvÞ;
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where F is a nonlinearity vanishing at order 2 at the origin, with CN0 Cauchy data, of
size e-0: We study the existence of global solutions for small e:
When the space dimension d is larger or equal to 3, this global existence has been
proved independently by Klainerman [4] and Shatah [11]. The case of space
dimension dp2 turns out to be more delicate, since the nonlinearity plays the role of
a long-range perturbation of the left-hand side. More speciﬁcally, write F as a
nonlinear potential Vðv; @tv; @xv; @t@xv; @2xvÞ times v or one of its derivatives. If we
remember that linear solutions to the Klein–Gordon equation decay like td=2; t-þ
N; and if k is the order of vanishing of V at 0, we see that V computed on such a
linear solution decays like tkd=2; t-þN: We say that V is long range when this
quantity is not integrable close to þN i.e. kd=2p1: Quadratic nonlinearities in two
space dimensions fall into this category. In this case, global existence has been
proved by Ozawa et al. [9] in the semi-linear case, after partial results of Georgiev
and Popivanov [2], Kosecki [6] and Simon and Taﬂin [12]. Later on, in [10], Ozawa,
Tsutaya and Tsutsumi announced that their proof can be extended to the quasi-
linear case and studied scattering of solutions. More recently, Sunagawa [13] studied
systems of Klein–Gordon equations with possibly different masses, in two space
dimensions, for quadratic semi-linear nonlinearities. Under a nonresonance
assumption on the masses, he obtained global existence for small data. At the same
time, Tsutsumi studied in [14] the Maxwell–Higgs equations, which are essentially a
system of semi-linear Klein–Gordon equations. Under the same nonresonance
assumption as Sunagawa, he proves global existence for small Cauchy data. He
states also that the method used in the semi-linear case can be extended to the quasi-
linear one. Our objective in this paper is threefold: ﬁrst, we want to give a new proof
of the scalar result of Ozawa, Tsutaya and Tsutsumi in the quasi-linear case. Second,
we will show that our method allows us to give a proof of the results of Tsutsumi and
of Sunagawa for quasi-linear systems, still under a non resonance assumption. The
difference between our method and the one of these authors, is that it does
not rely on explicit computations of the action of the Klein–Gordon operator on
convenient quadratic forms. Consequently, we can keep track all along the way of
the structure of the nonlinearity. This allows us to fulﬁll our third (and main)
objective, namely to study also the resonant case. In this case, we prove that if the
nonlinearity satisﬁes a convenient structure condition, we are able to get global
existence for small data.
Our general approach will be as follows. In [9], Ozawa, Tsutaya and Tsutsumi get
around the difﬁculty caused by the long-range behaviour of the nonlinearity using
Shatah’s normal form method [11] (see also Chapter 7 in the book of Ho¨rmander
[3]). More precisely, they show that adding to the unknown v a conveniently chosen
nonlocal quadratic expression in v; they can eliminate the worst contributions to the
right-hand side, thus reducing themselves to a short-range problem. The method of
Tsutsumi [14] and of Sunagawa [13] relies on the same ideas, except that one
eliminates only part of the long-range term, using local expressions of the unknowns.
But the remaining quantities in the right-hand side are then ‘‘null forms’’, that enjoy
better decay estimates than general quadratic forms, and allow one to obtain energy
estimates as in the short-range case.
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Our method will be different in that we shall not try to use any normal form
method on the PDE itself. Instead, we shall prove energy estimates on the equation
with its full long-range nonlinearity. Consequently, these estimates will not give the
optimal decay rate of the solutions. The idea, used yet by the ﬁrst author in [1], will
be to plug these rough upper bounds in the equation, so that one can deduce from it
an ordinary differential equation for the solution. To get optimal LN decay, one has
then just to apply a usual normal form method to this ODE. The interest of this
approach is that the ODE we obtain is quite explicit in terms of the nonlinearity, and
reﬂects the structure of the latter.
Let us give a more detailed summary of the organization of the paper. We ﬁrst
take hyperbolic coordinates ðT ; X Þ of type
t ¼ T coshjX j; x ¼ TX sinhjX jjX j
and look for the solution v in terms of a new unknown w related to v by
vðt; xÞ ¼ 1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1wðT ; XÞ;
where k40 is large enough. In the new coordinates, the Klainerman vector ﬁelds
associated to the Klein–Gordon operator are the @Xj ’s and X2@X1 þ X1@X2 : We then
prove energy estimates for ZI w where ZI is the iteration of I such vector ﬁelds. More
precisely, if we denote by W q the family of all ZI w for jI jpq; we assume that on
some interval of time we are given a uniform estimate for jjW N=2ðT ; ÞjjLN : We then
prove for qpN an L2 inequality allowing one to control the energy EðT ; W qÞ of W q
at time T in terms essentially of two integrals of type
Ce
Z T
T0
Eðt; W qÞ dt
t
; K
Z T
T0
Eðt; W qÞ1=2jjðDX=tÞW qðt; Þjj
L2ðsinhjX jjX j dX Þ
dt
t
; ð0:0:1Þ
where K40 is a large constant, and e the size of the Cauchy data.
When q ¼ N we estimate the L2 norm in the last integral by Eðt; W NÞ1=2; using the
deﬁnition of the energy. The use of Gronwall inequality then gives for EðT ; W NÞ an
estimate in TK : For qoN; we can instead bound this L2 norm by
ðC=tÞEðt; W qþ1Þ1=2 using that @X is essentially a Klainerman vector ﬁeld. If we
take for instance q ¼ N  1; and use the fact that we proved yet an OðTKÞ estimate
for EðT ; W NÞ; we deduce from the Gronwall inequality that EðT ; W N1Þ is OðTK1Þ
(if K  14Ce). Proceeding in that way until the ﬁrst term in (0.0.1) becomes the
largest one, we ﬁnally obtain an estimate of type EðT ; W N 00 Þ ¼ OðTCeÞ for some N 00
with N=25N 005N: In particular, using Sobolev, we get in that way a OðTCeÞ
estimate for jjW N 002ðT ; ÞjjLN :
This is not sufﬁcient for our purposes, since we need, to be able to close the
argument, to obtain a Oð1Þ estimate for such a quantity. We then remark that this a
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priori estimate implies that jjðDX=TÞwjjLNpCTCe1: Because of that, all terms of the
Klein–Gordon equation containing at least one DX=T-derivative decay in L
N at
least like T1d ðd40Þ: In that way, we deduce from our PDE an ordinary
differential equation for w and its Zj-derivatives up to order N=2: In the scalar case,
or for a system satisfying a nonresonance condition, a normal forms method shows
that this equation has global bounded solutions for small e; and this provides the
missing uniform LN estimate. In case of resonances, the fact that our ODE is quite
explicit allows us to ﬁnd the structure condition on the nonlinearity which allows for
global bounded solutions, i.e.—following the terminology introduced by Klainer-
man in the case of the wave equation in [5]—the ‘‘null condition’’ under which we
have global existence.
To conclude this introduction, let us mention that in one space dimension, almost
global existence for quadratic or cubic nonlinearities has been proved by Moriyama
et al. [8], and that global existence when a null condition is satisﬁed has been
obtained by Delort [1], after partial results of Moriyama [7]. More recently,
Sunagawa [13] studied systems of one dimensional Klein–Gordon equations, with
semi-linear cubic nonlinearities, under a nonresonance assumption. We refer to these
papers for more complete bibliographical references to the one dimensional problem.
1. Global solutions to the Klein–Gordon equation
1.1. Statement of the main theorem
We denote by ðt; xÞ coordinates on R
 R2; by Dt ¼ 1i @@t; Dxj ¼ 1i @@xj; j ¼ 1; 2; by
& ¼ @2t  D the wave operator on R
 R2: For a multi-index aAN3 we shall set
a ¼ ða0; a0ÞAN
N2 with a0 ¼ ða1; a2Þ:
We shall be interested in the scalar Klein–Gordon equation, or in a system of two
Klein–Gordon equations with eventually different masses, for real valued Cauchy
data. In the ﬁrst (resp. second) case, we denote by M a positive real number (resp. a
matrix M ¼ ½m1
0
0
m2
 with two positive real numbers m1; m2). We consider a real
quadratic map Fðv; @tv; @xv; @t@xv; @2xvÞ; depending on the derivatives up to order 2 of
a function v deﬁned on some interval of time. We assume that in the scalar (resp.
system) case F is valued in R (resp. R2). Moreover, we suppose that F does not
depend on @2t v; and that its degree relatively to ð@t@xv; @2xvÞ is at most 1. If f and g are
two functions deﬁned on R2; with values in R (resp. R2) and eARþ we consider the
following problem:
&v þ M2v ¼Fðv; @tv; @xv; @t@xv; @2xvÞ;
vjt¼0 ¼ ef ;
@tvjt¼0 ¼ eg: ð1:1:1Þ
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Our aim is to prove global existence for (1.1.1) when f and g are smooth, compactly
supported and e40 is small enough. In the scalar case, we shall obtain such a result
without any further assumption on F : When we consider a system, we shall
moreover assume that F may be written
F ¼
X2
i;j¼1
cijðv; Dtv; DxvÞ@xi@xj v þ
X2
j¼1
c0jðv; Dtv; DxvÞ@t@xj v þ Gðv; Dtv; DxvÞ; ð1:1:2Þ
where G is a quadratic polynomial, R2 valued when v is R2 valued, and where we
denoted by cijðv; Dtv; DxvÞ a linear map which is, when v is R2 valued, with values in
the space of real 2
 2 symmetric matrices. This condition is an hyperbolicity
condition on the system of two equations that we consider. Moreover we shall need
one more assumption, either on the masses m1; m2; or on the nonlinearity F : The ﬁrst
type of hypothesis that will imply global existence will be
m1a2m2 and m2a2m1: ð1:1:3Þ
When (1.1.3) is not satisﬁed, for instance when m1 ¼ 2m2; we will impose a structure
condition on F : Let us ﬁrst introduce some notations: for y in the unit ball of R2
deﬁne
o0ðyÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 y2
p ; ojðyÞ ¼ yjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 y2
p j ¼ 1; 2;oðyÞ ¼ ðo0ðyÞ;o1ðyÞ;o2ðyÞÞ: ð1:1:4Þ
Let F˜k be the kth component of
P2
i;j¼1 cijDxi Dxj v þ
P2
j¼1 c0jDtDxj v  Gðv; Dtv; DxvÞ
and decompose
F˜k ¼ F1k ððDav1Þjajp2;a0p1Þ þ F0k ððDav1Þjajp2;a0p1; ðDbv2Þjbjp2;b0p1Þ þ F 2k ððDav2Þjajp2;a0p1Þ;
ð1:1:5Þ
where we denoted by ½v1
v2
 the two components of v; where F1k ; F2k are quadratic forms,
F0k is a bilinear form, and where the degree of each term with respect to second-order
derivatives is at most one. We deﬁne from F ck the following functions:
F1ðyÞ ¼ F 21 ððm2oðyÞÞajajp2;a0p1Þ;
F2ðyÞ ¼ F 02 ððm1oðyÞÞajajp2;a0p1; ðm2oðyÞÞ
b
jbjp2;b0p1Þ: ð1:1:6Þ
Deﬁnition 1.1.1. When m1 ¼ 2m2 we say that F satisﬁes the null condition if and
only if F1  0 and F2  0:
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Let us remark that since F2 is assumed to be real valued when v is, we can write
F02 ¼
X
jajþjbj even
cabðDav1ÞðDbv2Þ þ i
X
jajþjbj odd
cabðDav1ÞðDbv2Þ
for real constants cab: This shows that the condition F2  0 is given by the vanishing
of two real functions of y:
X
jajþjbj even
cabðm1oðyÞÞaðm2oðyÞÞb;
X
jajþjbj odd
cabðm1oðyÞÞaðm2oðyÞÞb: ð1:1:7Þ
A similar statement holds true for F21 ; and consequently the null condition can also
be written
F21 ððm2oðyÞÞajajp2;a0p1Þ  0; ð1:1:8Þ
F02 ððm1oðyÞÞajajp2;a0p1; ðm2oðyÞÞ
b
jbjp2;b0p1Þ  0: ð1:1:9Þ
Theorem 1.1.2. Consider system (1.1.1) either in the scalar case, or in the R2-valued
one. In the latter assume either (1.1.3), or that m1 ¼ 2m2 and that the null condition is
satisfied. Fix B40: There is s0AN and for any integer sXs0; there is e040 such that
for any eA0; e0½; any ðf ; gÞ in the unit ball of HsðR2Þ 
 Hs1ðR2Þ; real or R2 valued,
supported inside fxAR2; jxjpBg; problem (1.1.1) has a unique global solution
vAC0ðR; HsðR2ÞÞ-C1ðR; Hs1ðR2ÞÞ:
The global solutions we just found have a linear behaviour at inﬁnity. Let us state
explicitly that result in the R2 valued case only. For ðt; xÞ satisfying jxjpt; write
jðt; xÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t2  x2
p
:
Theorem 1.1.3. In Theorem 1.1.2 assume that f and g are in CN0 : There are C
N
functions y-ae;jðyÞ; j ¼ 1; 2 defined on R2; supported inside the unit ball such that if
we set
vaðt; xÞ ¼ 1
t
Re
ae;1ðx=tÞeim1j
ae;2ðx=tÞeim2j
" #
;
va
0ðt; xÞ ¼ 1
t
Reði@tjÞ
ae;1ðx=tÞm1eim1j
ae;2ðx=tÞm2eim2j
" #
; ð1:1:10Þ
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there is for any p40 a constant Cp with
jvðt; xÞ  vaðt; xÞjpCp e
t2
1 jxj
t
 	
þ
þ 1
t

 p
;
j@tvðt; xÞ  va0ðt; xÞjpCp e
t2
1 jxj
t
 	
þ
þ 1
t

 p
: ð1:1:11Þ
Before beginning the proof, let us explain the origin of the null condition we need
in case m1 ¼ 2m2: In the scalar case with mass M ¼ 1; linear solutions oscillate along
the phases 7j: Consequently, the quadratic nonlinearity F computed on a linear
solution, has oscillations along the phases kj with kAf2; 0; 2g: All these phases are
noncharacteristic, and this property will allow us to get rid of the worst contributions
on the right-hand side when we will look for LN estimates for v:
In the vector valued case, linear solutions behave like va in (1.1.10). Under
assumption (1.1.3), one checks again that F computed on such solutions has
oscillations only along noncharacteristic phases, which allows one to get convenient
LN estimates in this case as well. If m1 ¼ 2m2; F can display characteristic
oscillations and the null condition says that the contribution to F responsible for
that must vanish.
Let us perform a ﬁrst reduction.
Proposition 1.1.4. Let B40; T042B; sAN; sX3: There are e040 and C40 such
that for any ðf ; gÞ in the unit ball of HsðR2Þ 
 Hs1ðR2Þ; supported in fjxjpBg; any
eA0; e0½; (1.1.1) has a unique solution v defined on
fðt; xÞAR
 R2; tX0; ðt þ 2BÞ2  x2pT20g ð1:1:12Þ
continuous in time with values in Hs; and C1 with values in Hs1 on that set. Moreover
X
jajps
Z
R2
@av
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T20 þ x2
q
 2B; x
 	

2
dxpC2e2; ð1:1:13Þ
and the restriction of vðt; xÞ and its derivatives to the hyperboloid HT0 ¼ fðt; xÞ; ðt þ
2BÞ2  x2 ¼ T20g is supported inside fxAR2 : jxjpðT
2
0
B2Þ
2B
g:
This proposition is a consequence of local existence and ﬁnite speed of
propagation. We refer to [1, Proposition 1.4], where a proof of the corresponding
result in one space dimension is given. It relies on the fact that if t040 is given, we
can by local existence ﬁnd for small enough e a solution deﬁned for 0ptpt0: This
solution is supported in the domain fjxjpt þ Bg: If t0 is chosen conveniently in
function of T0; B; the extension of this local solution by 0 for jxj4t þ B and ðt; xÞ
staying between ðHT0Þ and the x-plane gives a solution deﬁned on (1.1.12).
In the rest of this paper we shall assume, as we may, T0X1:
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1.2. New coordinates and Klainerman vector fields
We shall now use new coordinates ðT ; X Þ deﬁned above the hyperbola ðHT0Þ by
t þ 2B ¼ T coshjX j; x ¼ TX sinhjX jjX j : ð1:2:1Þ
We compute
@
@t
¼ coshjX j@T  X1 sinhjX jjX j
@X1
T
 X2 sinhjX jjX j
@X2
T
;
@
@x1
¼  X1 sinhjX jjX j @T þ coshjX j
X 21
jX j2 þ
X 22
jX jsinhjX j
" #
@X1
T
 X1X2jX jsinhjX j 1 coshjX j
sinhjX j
jX j
 	
@X2
T
;
@
@x2
¼  X2sinhjX jjX j @T 
X1X2
jX jsinhjX j 1 coshjX j
sinhjX j
jX j
 	
@X1
T
þ coshjX j X
2
2
jX j2 þ
X 21
jX jsinhjX j
" #
@X2
T
: ð1:2:2Þ
Let us introduce the Klainerman vector ﬁelds
Z0 ¼ x1@x2  x2@x1 ¼ X1@X2  X2@X1 ;
Z1 ¼ðt þ 2BÞ@x1 þ x1@t
¼ X
2
1
jX j2 þ
X 22
jX j
coshjX j
sinhjX j
 !
@X1 þ
X1X2
jX j2 1
jX jcoshjX j
sinhjX j
 	
@X2 ;
Z2 ¼ðt þ 2BÞ@x2 þ x2@t
¼X1X2jX j2 1
jX jcoshjX j
sinhjX j
 	
@X1 þ
X 22
jX j2 þ
X 21
jX j
coshjX j
sinhjX j
 !
@X2 ;
Z3 ¼ @T : ð1:2:3Þ
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Remark that ðZ0;y; Z3Þ generate a Lie algebra. Let us also introduce the notations
Lr ¼ XjX j  rX ; Ly ¼ X
>  rX ¼ X2@X1 þ X1@X2 : ð1:2:4Þ
We have the following expressions for the above vector ﬁelds:
@X1 ¼
X1
jX j Lr 
X2
jX j2 Ly; @X2 ¼
X2
jX j Lr þ
X1
jX j2 Ly;
Z0 ¼ Ly; Z1 ¼ X1jX j Lr 
coshjX j
sinhjX j
X2
jX j Ly; Z2 ¼
X2
jX j Lr þ
coshjX j
sinhjX j
X1
jX j Ly: ð1:2:5Þ
We shall not always need the explicit expressions of the ﬁelds, but only the properties
stated in the following lemma. If I ¼ fi1;y; iNg is a family of indices between 0 and
3 we set jI j ¼ N and we deﬁne
ZI ¼ Zi1?ZiN : ð1:2:6Þ
Deﬁnition 1.2.1. Let rAR: We denote by Er (resp *Er) the space of CN functions
X-aðXÞ (resp. ðT ; XÞ-aðT ; XÞ) deﬁned on R2 (resp. ½T0;þN½
R2Þ; such that for
any family I of indices between 0 and 2 (resp. and for any mAN), there is CI40
(resp. CI ;m40) with
jZI aðX ÞjpCI erjX j; ð1:2:7Þ
resp.
j@mT ZI aðT ; X ÞjpCI ;mTmerjX j ð1:2:8Þ
for any XAR2; TXT0:
Lemma 1.2.2. (i) For j ¼ 1; 2; there are coefficients bkj AE0; k ¼ 1; 2 such that
@Xj ¼
X2
k¼1
bkj ðXÞZk: ð1:2:9Þ
(ii) Let c; c0 be indices between 1 and 2, I a family of indices of f0;y; 3g: We have
the commutation relations:
½ZI ; @Xc=T  ¼
1
T
X
J;jJjpjI j
cIJðT ; XÞZJ ;
½ZI ; @T  ¼ 0;
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½ZI ; ð@Xc=TÞð@Xc0=TÞ ¼
1
T
X
J;jJjpjI j
X2
j¼1
cIJ;jðT ; XÞ
@Xj
T
ZJ þ 1
T2
X
J;jJjpjI j
cIJðT ; X ÞZJ ;
½ZI ; @Tð@Xc=TÞ ¼
1
T
X
J;jJjpjI j
cIJðT ; X Þ@T ZJ þ
1
T2
X
J;jJjpjI j
cIJðT ; X ÞZJ ð1:2:10Þ
for coefficients cIJðT ; XÞ; cIJ;jðT ; X Þ in *E0:
Proof. (i) Since we may write by (1.2.5)
Lr ¼ X1jX j Z1 þ
X2
jX j Z2; Ly ¼ tanhjX j 
X2
jX j Z1 þ
X1
jX j Z2

 
ð1:2:11Þ
we deduce from the ﬁrst relation (1.2.5)
@X1 ¼
X 21
jX j2 þ
X 22
jX j2
tanhjX j
jX j
 !
Z1 þ X1X2jX j2 1
tanhjX j
jX j
 	
Z2;
@X2 ¼
X1X2
jX j2 1
tanhjX j
jX j
 	
Z1 þ X
2
2
jX j2 þ
X 21
jX j2
tanhjX j
jX j
 !
Z2 ð1:2:12Þ
which shows that @X1 ; @X2 are linear combinations of Z1; Z2 with smooth co-
efﬁcients bðX Þ satisfying j@aX bðXÞjpCað1þ jX jÞjaj: Since by (1.2.3), Zj ¼P2
k¼1 a
j
kðXÞ@Xk ; j ¼ 0; 1; 2 where j@aX ajkðXÞjpCað1þ jX jÞ1jaj; we get that bAE0:
(ii) The ﬁrst two relations (1.2.10) follow from (1.2.9) by induction on jI j: The
third and fourth relations are then consequences of the ﬁrst two ones and of
(1.2.9). &
Let us proceed to write the Klein–Gordon equation in our new coordinates. We ﬁrst
use (1.2.4) and (1.2.2) to write
@t ¼ coshjX j@T  sinhjX j
T
Lr;
@x1 ¼ X1
sinhjX j
jX j @T þ
1
T
X1
jX j coshjX jLr 
1
T
X2
jX jsinhjX j Ly;
@x2 ¼ X2
sinhjX j
jX j @T þ
1
T
X2
jX j coshjX jLr þ
1
T
X1
jX jsinhjX j Ly: ð1:2:13Þ
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We deduce from these expressions
D2t  D2x  M2 ¼ P 
2i
T
DT ;
P ¼ D2T 
X
jX j 
DX
T
 	2
 1
sinh2jX j X
>  DX
T
 	2
þ i
T
coshjX j
sinhjX j
X
jX j 
DX
T
 	
 M2:
ð1:2:14Þ
We may also write
P ¼ D2T 
X
1pi;jp2
aijðXÞDXi
T
DXj
T
 i
T
cðjX jÞ
sinhjX j X 
DX
T
 	
 M2; ð1:2:15Þ
where ðaijðXÞÞi;j are the coefﬁcients of the matrix
AðXÞ ¼ 1 X
2
2fðjX jÞ X1X2fðjX jÞ
X1X2fðjX jÞ 1 X 21fðjX jÞ
" #
ð1:2:16Þ
with
fðrÞ ¼ 1
r2
 1
sinh2r
; cðrÞ ¼ 1
sinhr
 coshr
r
: ð1:2:17Þ
We shall look for a solution v to (1.1.1) as
vðt; xÞ ¼ 1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1wðT ; XÞ; ð1:2:18Þ
where k is a positive number to be chosen large enough. We get from (1.2.14)
ðD2t  D2x  M2Þv ¼
1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1ðPkwÞ; ð1:2:19Þ
where
Pk ¼ P  2i
T
k tanhðkjX jÞ XjX j 
DX
T
 	
 1
T2
XkðjX jÞ ð1:2:20Þ
with
XkðrÞ ¼ k2ð1 2ðtanhðkrÞÞ2Þ þ k tanhðkrÞ
tanhr
: ð1:2:21Þ
Let us remark that the coefﬁcients of P and Pk belong to E
0: We shall need the
following commutation lemma:
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Lemma 1.2.3. For any multi-index I ; there are families of coefficients ðcIJðT ; X ÞÞjJjpjI j;
ðdIJðT ; XÞÞjJjpjI j belonging to *E0; with dJI  0 for jX jo1; and a family of coefficients
ðcIJ;jðT ; X ÞÞjJjpjI j;1pjp2 belonging to *E1 such that
½Pk; ZI  ¼ 1
T2
X
jJjpjI j
X2
j¼1
cIJ;jðT ; XÞ
DXj
T
ZJ þ 1
T2
X
jJjpjI j
dIJðT ; XÞ
X
jX j 
rX
T
 	
ZJ
þ 1
T2
X
jJjpjI j
cIJðT ; XÞZJ : ð1:2:22Þ
Proof. We ﬁrst consider the case jI j ¼ 1: Since @@xj; x1@x2  x2@x1 ; t@x1 þ x1@t; t@x2 þ
x2@t commute with D
2
t  D2x  M2; we see that Z0; Z1; Z2 commute exactly with P:
When X remains in a compact set, (1.2.15), (1.2.20) together with (1.2.9) show that
½Pk; @T  is of form (1.2.22). When jX j41; let P˜ be the sum of the ﬁrst three terms in
the right hand side of P in (1.2.14). We have
½P˜; @T  ¼ 2
T
X
jX j 
DX
T
 	2
2
T
1
sinh2jX j X
>  DX
T
 	2
which may be written for jX j41
1
T2
X2
j¼1
djðX Þ XjX j 
rX
T
 	
@Xj þ
1
T2
X2
i¼1
X2
j¼1
cijðX ÞDXi
T
@Xj þ
1
T2
X2
i¼1
ciðT ; XÞ@Xi
with djAE0; cijAE1; ciA *E0: By (1.2.9) we can express the @Xi ’s in terms of the Zk’s
with E0 coefﬁcients. This gives an expression of the form (1.2.22) with jI j ¼ 1: The
commutators ½P  P˜; @T  and ½Pk  P; @T  may be written as contributions to the last
term in (1.2.22) for jI j ¼ 1; as well as ½Pk  P; Zj j ¼ 0; 1; 2: This shows (1.2.22)
when jI j ¼ 1: In general, we proceed by induction writing
½Pk; ZZI  ¼ ½Pk; ZZI þ Z½Pk; ZI : ð1:2:23Þ
By the induction hypothesis ½Pk; ZI  is of form (1.2.22). When we make act on
it Z; we use the ﬁrst relation (1.2.10) to commute Z to DXi=T in the ﬁrst term
in the right-hand side, and remark that 1
T2
dIJ ½Z; XjX j  rXT ZJ will be of type
1
T2
P
jK jpjJjþ1 fKðT ; X ÞZK for functions fKA *E0: This shows that the second term in
(1.2.23) is of the form (1.2.22). The same is trivially true for the ﬁrst one. &
We want now to write the nonlinear equation satisﬁed by w: We ﬁrst introduce
some notations. We deﬁne from functions F 02 ; F
2
1 of (1.1.5)
q12ðX ; z20; z002Þ ¼ ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1F 21 ðz20; ðoaz002Þjaj¼1; ðoam22z20Þjaj¼2Þ;
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b2ðX ; z10; z001 ; z20; z002Þ ¼ ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1F02 ðz10; ðoaz001Þjaj¼1; ðoam21z10Þjaj¼2;
z2
0; ðoaz002Þjaj¼1; ðoam22z20Þjaj¼2Þ; ð1:2:24Þ
where z1
0; z001 ; z2
0; z002 are in R and o denotes oðX tanhjX j=jX jÞ; with the function o
deﬁned by (1.1.4). Remark that by (1.1.6) the null condition of Deﬁnition 1.1.1 may
be written as
q12ðX ; 1; m2Þ  0; b2ðX ; 1; m1; 1;m2Þ  0: ð1:2:25Þ
The equivalent form (1.1.8) and (1.1.9) of the null condition implies that we have
also
q12ðX ; 1;m2Þ  0; b2ðX ; 1;m1; 1; m2Þ  0: ð1:2:26Þ
Proposition 1.2.4. (i) There are for 0pi; jp2 linear functions
w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
-Gij T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
ð1:2:27Þ
which are, for real w; valued in the space of real numbers (resp. real symmetric 2
 2
matrices), with *Ekþ3 dependence in ðT ; X Þ; there is a quadratic polynomial
w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
-Q T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
ð1:2:28Þ
which is, for real w; valued in R (resp. in R2), with *Ekþ3 dependence in ðT ; X Þ; such
that v is a solution to the first equation (1.1.1) in the scalar (resp. vector) case, defined
on a domain T0pTpT1; if and only if w given by (1.2.18) satisfies
Pk þ 1
T
PG
 	
w ¼ 1
T
Q T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
ð1:2:29Þ
where
PGw ¼ G00D2T w 
X
1pi;jp2
Gij
DXi
T
DXj
T
w 
X2
j¼1
G0jDT
DXj
T
w: ð1:2:30Þ
(ii) In the vector valued case, denote by G000 and Q
0 the expressions obtained when
one replaces DX
T
w by 0 in G00; Q: Then the first (resp. second) component of Q0 
G000M
2w may be written in terms of w ¼ ½w1
w2
 as
q12ðX ; w2; DT w2Þ þ q11ðX ; w1; DT w1Þ þ b1ðX ; w1; DT w1; w2; DT w2Þ þ
1
T
rðT ; X ; w; DT wÞ
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b2ðX ; w1; DT w1; w2; DT w2Þ þ q21ðX ; w1; DT w1Þ þ q22ðX ; w2; DT w2Þ þ
1
T
rðT ; X ; w; DT wÞ;
ð1:2:31Þ
where q12; b
2 are defined by (1.2.24), q
j
k (resp. b
j) are quadratic (resp. bilinear) forms in
ðwk; DT wkÞ (resp. ðw1; DT w1; w2; DT w2Þ) with coefficients in Ekþ3; and r is a
quadratic form in ðw; DT wÞ with coefficients in *Ekþ3:
Lemma 1.2.5. For jaj ¼ 1 we have for j ¼ 1; 2
Daxvj ¼
1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1
X
jbj¼1
aab;jðXÞDb0T
DX
T
 	b0
wj þ 1
T
aa0;jðXÞwj
2
4
3
5 ð1:2:32Þ
and for jaj ¼ 2;
Daxvj ¼
1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1
X
jbj¼2
aab;jðXÞDb0T
DX
T
 	b0
wj
2
4
þ1
T
X
jbj¼1
aab;jðXÞDb0T
DX
T
 	b0
wj þ 1
T2
aa0;jðX Þwj
3
5 ð1:2:33Þ
with coefficients aab;jAE
jaj: Moreover, the coefficient aað1;0Þ;j of DT wj (resp. a
a
ð2;0Þ;j of
D2T wj) in (1.2.32) (resp. (1.2.33)) is given by
oðX tanhjX j=jX jÞa ð1:2:34Þ
with the function o defined by (1.1.4).
Proof. We use (1.2.13) to compute
Dtvj ¼ 1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1 coshjX jDT wj þ i sinhjX j
T
Lrwj


þ i
T
½coshjX j  ksinhjX jtanhðkjX jÞwj

:
We get an expression of type (1.2.32) where the coefﬁcient of DT wj is given by
coshjX j ¼ ð1 y2Þ1=2 ¼ o0ðyÞ if y ¼ X tanhjX j=jX j: Moreover the coefﬁcients aab;j
are bounded by C coshjX j: One checks immediately that the action of Lr; Ly on these
coefﬁcients still gives quantities bounded in modulus by C coshjX j: Consequently,
using (1.2.5), we get that aab;j belongs to E
1 when jaj ¼ 1: The expressions for
Dxk vj; k ¼ 1; 2 are obtained in the same way, the coefﬁcient of DT wj in the right
hand side of these being given by Xk sinhjX jjX j ¼ okðyÞ:
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To get (1.2.33), we just have to apply twice (1.2.32). The coefﬁcients aab;j belong to
E2 since they can be written as expressions c1ðXÞc2ðXÞ; c1ðXÞ@X c2ðXÞ with c1; c2 in
E1: &
Proof of Proposition 1.2.4. (i) By (1.1.1) and (1.1.2),
ðD2t  D2x  M2Þv ¼
1
T
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1ðPkwÞ
may be written as
X2
i;j¼1
cijðv; Dtv; DxvÞDxi Dxj v þ
X2
j¼1
c0jðv; Dtv; DxvÞDtDxj v  Gðv; Dtv; DxvÞ: ð1:2:35Þ
We substitute (1.2.32) and (1.2.33) inside this formula. We shall get quasi-linear
contributions of form
1
T2
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ2aðT ; XÞ Db0T
DX
T
 	b0
w
 !
D
g0
T
DX
T
 	g0
wc
 !
with jbj ¼ 2; jgjp1; c ¼ 1; 2; aðT ; X ÞA *E3; a valued in real 2
 2 symmetric matrices.
This gives the contribution to PG in (1.2.29). The semi-linear contributions have form
1
T2
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ2aðT ; XÞ Db0T
DX
T
 	b0
wc
 !
D
g0
T
DX
T
 	g0
wc0
 !
with c; c0 ¼ 1; 2; jbjp1; jgjp1; aðT ; X ÞA *E3; and contribute to Q in (1.2.29). This
proves (i).
To prove (ii) for the second component of Q0  ðG000M2wÞ we use that the second
component F˜2 of (1.2.35) is given by expression (1.1.5) with k ¼ 2: To get the second
component of Q0  ðG000M2wÞ; we must multiply (1.1.5) by T2coshðkjX jÞ; and
substitute in it expressions (1.2.32) and (1.2.33), replacing any term containing DX
T
by
0, and replacing D2T w by M
2w: The contribution coming from F02 will be
ðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1F02 ðw1; ðoaDT w1Þjaj¼1; ðm21oaw1Þjaj¼2;
w2; ðoaDT w2Þjaj¼1; ðm22oaw2Þjaj¼2Þ ð1:2:36Þ
plus a contribution to 1
T
r: We thus get b2ðX ; w1; DT w1; w2; DT w2Þ as deﬁned by
(1.2.24). The coefﬁcients do belong to Ekþ3 since oAE1; and appears in each
monomial of (1.2.36) at most at power 3. The contribution of F
j
2; j ¼ 1; 2 will give q2j
in (1.2.31), modulo a contribution to 1
T
r: This concludes the proof, as the ﬁrst
component of Q0  ðG000M2wÞ is treated in the same way. &
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Our aim in the rest of this paper is to prove:
Theorem 1.2.6. Assume, in the vector valued case, either (1.1.3) or m1 ¼ 2m2 and that
the null condition is satisfied. Let A40; B˜40 be given constants. There is s0AN such
that for any sAN; sXs0; there is e040 and for any eA0; e0½;any couple
ðw0; w1ÞAHs 
 Hs1; real valued, supported inside fjxjpB˜g; satisfying jjw0jjHs þ
jjw1jjHs1pAe; the equation
Pk þ 1
T
PG
 	
w ¼ 1
T
Q T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
;
wjT¼T0 ¼ w0;
@T wjT¼T0 ¼ w1 ð1:2:37Þ
has a unique global solution wAC0ð½T0;þN½; HsÞ-C1ð½T0;þN½; Hs1Þ:
Let us remark that this theorem implies Theorem 1.1.2: we have seen in Proposition
1.1.4 that we just need to ﬁnd global solutions in the domain TXT0: The solution w
to (1.2.37) does not provide immediately by (1.2.18) a function v satisfying the
conclusion of Theorem 1.1.2, since spaces of type C0ðR; HsÞ are not invariant under
the change of coordinates ðt; xÞ-ðT ; XÞ: Anyway, for large enough s0; Theorem
1.2.6 gives us a solution to (1.2.37) deﬁned on any domain T0pTpT1; satisfying on
it a uniform bound for jj@awjjLN ; jajp2: Consequently, we can obtain a solution v to
(1.1.1) on any strip 0ptpt1; since v is supported in the inner cone of Fig. 1, and
@av; jajp2 will be bounded on such a strip. It is well known that this implies global
existence, and that the global solution belongs to the spaces indicated in the
statement of the theorem.
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2. Energy inequalities
We shall obtain in this second section linear and nonlinear energy inequalities for
our problem.
2.1. Linear energy inequalities
We still consider the diagonal matrix valued operator P given by (1.2.15) and its
perturbation Pk deﬁned in (1.2.20). Because of (1.2.14) it is natural to introduce the
following energy at time T : We write its deﬁnition in the vector valued case, the
scalar counterpart being clear. For w ¼ ½w1
w2
 deﬁne
EðT ; wÞ ¼ E1ðT ; w1Þ þ E2ðT ; w2Þ ð2:1:1Þ
with
EcðT ; wcÞ ¼
Z
R2
j@T wcðT ; XÞj2 þ t rX wc
T
 	
AðXÞ rX wc
T
 	
þ m2cjwcj2

 
sinhjX j
jX j dX
¼
Z
R2
j@T wcðT ; XÞj2 þ XjX j 
rX
T
wc


2
þ jX j
2
sinh2jX j
X>
jX j 
rX
T
wc


2
"
þm2cjwcj2
isinhjX j
jX j dX ; ð2:1:2Þ
where AðXÞ is the matrix (1.2.16).
We shall denote by Pk;c; c ¼ 1; 2 the cth component of Pk:
Lemma 2.1.1. There is a constant C40; depending only on m1; m2; such that for any
wcACN; compactly supported in x;
d
dT
EcðT ; wcÞpC jjXkjjLN
T2
EcðT ; wcÞ  2Re
Z
@T wcðPk;cwcÞsinhjX jjX j dX
þ 4k
T
Z
j@T wcj XjX j 
rX
T
wc

sinhjX jjX j dX : ð2:1:3Þ
Proof. We have
d
dT
EcðT ; wcÞ ¼ 2Re
Z
@T wc@
2
T wcðT ; X Þ


þ t rX wc
T
 	
AðX Þ rX@T wc
T
 	
þ m2cwc@T wc
	
sinhjX j
jX j dX

 2
T
Z
t rX wc
T
 	
AðXÞ rX wc
T
 	
sinhjX j
jX j dX : ð2:1:4Þ
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Since AðXÞ is positive deﬁnite, the last term is nonpositive. We write @2T wc in terms of
Pk;c using (1.2.15) and (1.2.20). We get
d
dT
EcðT ; wcÞp 2Re
X2
i;j¼1
Z
R2
@T wcaijðX Þ@Xi
T
@Xj
T
wc
sinhjX j
jX j dX
"
þ
Z
t rX
T
wc
 	
AðXÞ rX
T
@T wc
 	
sinhjX j
jX j dX
 1
T
Z
@T wc
X
jX j 
rX
T
wc
 	
cðjX jÞjX j
sinhjX j þ 2k tanhðkjX jÞ

 
sinhjX j
jX j dX
 1
T2
Z
@T wcXkðjX jÞwcsinhjX jjX j dX

Z
@T wcðPk;cwcÞsinhjX jjX j dX

: ð2:1:5Þ
The sum of the ﬁrst two terms in the right-hand side equals

X
i;j
Z
@T wc
@Xi
T
aijðX ÞsinhjX jjX j
 	
@Xj
T
wc
 	
dX
and since
P2
i¼1 @Xi ½aijðX ÞsinhjX jjX j  ¼ XjcðjX jÞjX j we get
d
dT
EcðT ; wcÞp  4k
T
Re
Z
@T wc
X
jX j 
rX
T
wc
 	
tanhðkjX jÞsinhjX jjX j dX
 2
T2
Re
Z
@T wcXkðjX jÞwcsinhjX jjX j dX
 2Re
Z
@T wcðPk;cwcÞsinhjX jjX j dX : ð2:1:6Þ
The lemma follows from this inequality. &
Let us obtain now a similar inequality for a variable coefﬁcients perturbation of
Pk: We treat the case of a 2
 2 system, the scalar case being analog. We consider a
family of real 2
 2 symmetric matrices GijðT ; X Þ; 0pi; jp2; which are C1 functions
of ðT ; XÞ; depending on eA0; 1½: We ﬁx a constant m40 and assume that for any
ðT ; X ÞA½T0;þN½
R2; any eA0; 1½ we have
X
i;j
ðjGijðT ; XÞj þ j@TGijðT ; XÞj þ j@X1GijðT ; XÞj
þ j@X2GijðT ; XÞjÞpmeðcoshjX jÞ2; ð2:1:7Þ
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where j  j is the matrix norm. In this subsection we shall denote by PG the operator
acting on R2 valued functions deﬁned by
PGw ¼ G00D2T w 
X2
i;j¼1
Gij
DXi
T
DXj
T
w 
X2
j¼1
G0jDT
DXj
T
w: ð2:1:8Þ
We consider the operator Pk þ 1T PG for TXT0 and e40 small enough. We deﬁne
EGðT ; wÞ ¼EðT ; wÞþ
1
T
Z X2
i;j¼1
t @Xi w
T
 	
Gij
@Xj w
T
 	
þ tð@T wÞG00ð@T wÞ
 !
sinhjX j
jX j dX : ð2:1:9Þ
Since AðX Þ deﬁned by (1.2.16) is a positive deﬁnite matrix with eigenvalues 1 and
jX j2
sinh2jX jXcðcoshjX jÞ
2; we deduce from (2.1.7) that for small enough e40 we have
1
2
EðT ; wÞpEGðT ; wÞp2EðT ; wÞ: ð2:1:10Þ
Let us prove the following:
Proposition 2.1.2. There are a constant C40; depending only on m1; m2; a constant
CðmÞ depending only on m; and e0ðmÞA0; 1½; depending only on m; such that, for any
wACN; compactly supported in X ; we have, when (2.1.7) is satisfied and when
eA0; e0ðmÞ½; the inequality
EðT ; wÞp 4EðT0; wÞ þ 8k
Z T
T0
Z
R2
j@T wj XjX j 
rX
t
w

ðt; XÞsinhjX jjX j dX dtt
þ CjjXkjjLN
Z T
T0
Eðt; wÞdt
t2
 4Re
Z T
T0
Z
R2
@T w Pk þ 1t P
G
 	
wðt; XÞsinhjX jjX j dX dt
þ CðmÞe
Z T
T0
Eðt; wÞdt
t
: ð2:1:11Þ
Proof. We compute
d
dT
EGðT ; wÞ
¼ d
dT
EðT ; wÞ þ 2
T
Re
Z
R2
X2
i;j¼1
t @Xi
T
@T w
 	
Gij
@Xj
T
w
 	
þ tð@2T wÞG00@T w
" #
sinhjX j
jX j dX
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 1
T2
Z
R2
3
X2
i;j¼1
t @Xi w
T
 	
Gij
@Xj w
T
 	
þ tð@T wÞG00@T w
" #
sinhjX j
jX j dX
þ 1
T
Z
R2
X2
i;j¼1
t @Xi w
T
 	
@TGij
@Xj w
T
 	
þ tð@T wÞ@TG00ð@T wÞ
" #
sinhjX j
jX j dX : ð2:1:12Þ
By (2.1.7) and the fact that the eigenvalues of A are larger than cðcoshjX jÞ2; we see
that the sum of the last two terms is smaller than
CðmÞe
T
EðT ; wÞ for a constant CðmÞ
depending only on m: Using (2.1.3) we get
d
dT
EGðT ; wÞp C
T2
jjXkjjLNEðT ; wÞ þ
4k
T
Z
j@T wj XjX j 
rX
T
w

sinhjX jjX j dX
 2Re
Z
tð@T wÞðPkwÞsinhjX jjX j dX
þ 2
T
Re
Z
tð@T wÞ G00@2T w 
X2
i;j¼1
Gij
@Xi
T
@Xj
T
w
" #
sinhjX j
jX j dX
2
T
Re
X2
i;j¼1
Z
tð@T wÞ @Xi
T
Gij
sinhjX j
jX j
 	
 
@Xj
T
w
 	
dX þ CðmÞe
T
EðT ; wÞ:
ð2:1:13Þ
The last but one term is again smaller than
CðmÞe
T
EðT ; wÞ: Writing
G00@2T w 
X2
i;j¼1
Gij
@Xi
T
@Xj
T
w ¼ PGw þ
X2
j¼1
G0j@T
@Xj
T
w
and
Re
Z
tð@T wÞ
X
j
G0j@T
@Xj
T
w
 !
sinhjX j
jX j dX
¼ 1
T
Re
Z
tð@T wÞ
X
j
G0j
@Xj
T
w
 !
sinhjX j
jX j dX
 1
2T
Re
Z
tð@T wÞ
X2
j¼1
@Xj G0j
sinhjX j
jX j
 	 !
@T w dX
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we get
d
dT
EGðT ; wÞp C
T2
jjXkjjLNEðT ; wÞ þ
4k
T
Z
j@T wj XjX j 
rX
T
w

sinhjX jjX j dX
 2Re
Z
ð@T wÞ Pk þ 1
T
PG

 
w
sinhjX j
jX j dX þ
CðmÞe
T
EðT ; wÞ ð2:1:14Þ
for a new constant CðmÞ: Integrating and using (2.1.10), we get (2.1.11). &
We proved the above inequality only for smooth and compactly supported w: We
have in general:
Corollary 2.1.3. Inequality (2.1.11) remains valid for any function w belonging to the
space LNlocð½T0;þN½; L2ðR2; sinhjX jjX j dXÞÞ such that ðPk þ 1T PGÞw belongs to the same
space, and that EðT ; wÞ is finite for any T :
Proof. By regularization, we deduce from the proposition that (2.1.11) is
true for any w satisfying the assumptions of the corollary and such that w is
supported inside a domain fjX joRg: To conclude the proof, we approximate
w by yðX=RÞw where y is radial. The only thing to check is that ½yðX=RÞ; Pk þ
1
T
PGw goes to zero in L2ðR2; sinhjX jjX j dX Þ when R goes to inﬁnity. This is clear since,
on the one hand, because of (1.2.14), (1.2.20) and the fact that y is radial,
j½yðX=RÞ; Pkwj is bounded by CRj XjX j  rXT wj þ CRjwj; which are quantities controlled
by the energy. On the other hand, because of (2.1.7), j½yðX=RÞ; PGwj is bounded
in terms of C
R
ðcoshjX jÞ2j@X wj; CRj@T wj; CR2jwj; which are also controlled by
energy (2.1.2). &
2.2. Nonlinear energy estimates
We shall now ﬁx several constants: we take k such that
kX5; 4kA1
2
þN: ð2:2:1Þ
We denote by j0ðkÞ the integer deﬁned by
j0ðkÞo4koj0ðkÞ þ 1: ð2:2:2Þ
If N is an integer, N 0 will denote the largest integer smaller or equal to
minðN; N=2þ 1Þ: We ﬁx NAN large enough so that
N  j0ðkÞXN 0 þ 6 ði:e: NX14þ 2j0ðkÞÞ: ð2:2:3Þ
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We then discuss problem (1.1.1) with s ¼ N þ 1: We have to ﬁnd a global solution to
(1.2.37) when the Cauchy data are compactly supported, satisfy
jjw0jjHNþ1 þ jjw1jjHNpAe ð2:2:4Þ
and e40 is small enough. Since w0 and w1 are compactly supported, these conditions
imply
EðZI w; T0ÞoA˜2e2oþN; jI jpN ð2:2:5Þ
for a constant A˜ depending only on A: We want to obtain a similar control at any
time. We introduce for any qAN; qpN the following notation:
W qðT ; X Þ ¼ ðZI wðT ; XÞÞjI jpqAðR2Þq;
EðW q; TÞ ¼
X
jI jpq
EðZI w; TÞ: ð2:2:6Þ
Lemma 2.2.1. For any set of indices I with jI jpN; there are a bilinear map
ðp; p0Þ-BI ðT ; X ; p; p0Þ; defined on C8jI j 
 C8jI j0 ; with values in C2; with coefficients in
*Ekþ3; and linear maps p-LI ðT ; X ; pÞ defined on C4jI j with values in C2; with
coefficients in *E1; p-LI 0ðT ; X ; pÞ; p-L00I ðT ; X ; pÞ; defined on C2jI j; with values in
C2; with coefficients belonging to *E0; the coefficients of LI
0 being zero for jX jo1; such
that
Pk þ 1
T
PG
 	
ðZI wÞ
¼ 1
T
BI T ; X ; W
jI j; DT W jI j;
DX
T
W jI j
 	
; W jI j
0
; DT W
jI j0 ;
DX
T
W jI j
0
 	 	
þ 1
T2
LI T ; X ;
DX
T
W jI j
 	
þ 1
T2
LI
0 T ; X ;
X
jX j 
rX
T
 	
W jI j
 	
þ 1
T2
L00I ðT ; X ; W jI jÞ: ð2:2:7Þ
Moreover the terms on the right-hand side of (2.2.7) are real valued when W jI j is.
Proof. We make act ZI on the ﬁrst equation (1.2.37). We remark that ZIð1
T
QÞ may
be written as a linear combination of expressions
1
T
lðT ; X ÞðZI1Da0T ðDX=TÞa
0
wÞðZI2Db0T ðDX=TÞb
0
wÞ
with lA *Ekþ3; jI1j þ jI2jpjI j; jajp1; jbjp1: Using the ﬁrst two commutation
relations (1.2.10), we see that we get a contribution to 1
T
BI on the right-hand side
of (2.2.7).
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By (1.2.22), ½Pk; ZI  gives the three L–terms of the right-hand side. We are left with
studying ½1
T
PG; ZI : By deﬁnition of PG the quantities to be studied are of the form
ZI
1
T
gDa0T ðDX=TÞa
0
w

 
 1
T
gDa0T ðDX=TÞa
0
ZI w ¼ 1
T
R; ð2:2:8Þ
where aAN3; jaj ¼ 2 and g ¼ gðT ; X ; w; DT w; DXT wÞ is linear in ðw; DT w; DXT wÞ; with
coefﬁcients in *Ekþ3: We can write R as a linear combination of terms of type
ZI1 g T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	 	
ZI2ðDa0T ðDX=TÞa
0
wÞ ð2:2:9Þ
with jI1j þ jI2jpjI j; jI2jojI j; jI1jpjI j=2 or jI2jpjI j=2; and of a term
g½Da0T ðDX=TÞa
0
; ZI w:
By formulas (1.2.10), this last contribution to R is of form 1
T
BI : In (2.2.9), the last
factor can be written using (1.2.9) and (1.2.10) as a linear combination with
coefﬁcients in *E0 of expressions of type W I3 ; DT W
I3 ; DX
T
W I3 with jI3jpjI2j þ 1pjI j:
The ﬁrst factor is also a combination of such quantities, but with coefﬁcients in
*Ekþ3 and with jI3jpjI1j: Consequently, the right-hand side of (2.2.8) is a
contribution to 1
T
BI in (2.2.7). This concludes the proof. &
We shall assume from now on that we have a solution w to (1.2.37), deﬁned on
some interval ½T0; T½; and that w satisﬁes with a ﬁxed constant m040 an estimate
sup
TA½T0;T½
jjW N 0þ1ðT ; ÞjjLNpm0e: ð2:2:10Þ
Our objective is to push forward this estimate to get a global solution. We shall
denote by Cðm0Þ different constants depending on m0; and call absolute constant any
constant that does not depend on m0:
Proposition 2.2.2. There are constants Cðm0Þ; e0 ¼ e0ðm0Þ depending on m0; and for
c ¼ 0;y; j0ðkÞ þ 1 absolute constants nc such that we have for any w satisfying
(2.2.10) the inequalities
EðT ; W NcÞpncEðT0; W NÞT4kþCðm0Þec; c ¼ 0;y; j0ðkÞ; ð2:2:11Þ
EðT ; W NcÞpncEðT0; W NÞTCðm0Þe; c ¼ j0ðkÞ þ 1: ð2:2:12Þ
Lemma 2.2.3. There are an absolute constant C40; a constant Cðm0Þ depending on m0;
a constant e0ðm0Þ40; such that for qpN  1 and TA½T0; T½ we have when
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eA0; e0ðm0Þ½:
EðT ; W NÞp 4EðT0; W NÞ þ ð4kþ Cðm0ÞeÞ
Z T
T0
Eðt; W NÞ dt
t
þ C
Z T
T0
Eðt; W NÞ dt
t2
; ð2:2:13Þ
EðT ; W qÞp4EðT0; W qÞ þ Cðm0Þe
Z T
T0
Eðt; W qÞ dt
t
þ C
Z T
T0
Eðt; W qþ1Þ dt
t2
: ð2:2:14Þ
Proof. We deduce from (2.2.7), the deﬁnition of *Ekþ3; and (1.2.9), (2.2.10), estimate
Pk þ 1
T
PG
 	
ðZI wÞ


pCðm
0Þe
T
jW jI jðT ; XÞj þ jDT W jI jðT ; XÞj þ DX
T
W jI jðT ; X Þ


 	
eðk3ÞjX j
þ C
T2
ejX j
DX
T
W jI jðT ; XÞ

þ XjX j  rXT W jI jðT ; X Þ

þ jW jI jðT ; XÞj
 	
ð2:2:15Þ
when jI jpN: We remark that the coefﬁcients Gij deﬁned in (1.2.27) satisfy (2.1.7),
because we assumed in (2.2.1) kX5 and because of (2.2.10), with a constant m
depending only on m0: Consequently, for e smaller than some e0ðm0Þ; we can apply
Corollary 2.1.3 and inequality (2.1.11) to ZI w: Since energy (2.1.1) of W jI j controls
the square of the L2ðsinhjX jjX j dX Þ norms of j XjX j  rXT W jI jðT ; X Þj þ jW jI jðT ; XÞj and of
ejX jjDX
T
W jI jðT ; XÞj; (2.2.15) shows that inequality (2.1.11) implies
EðT ; ZI wÞp 4EðT0; ZI wÞ þ 8k
Z T
T0
Z
j@T ZI wj XjX j 
rX
t
ðZI wÞ

ðt; X ÞsinhjX jjX j dX dtt
þ Cðm0Þe
Z T
T0
Eðt; W jI jÞ dt
t
þ C
Z T
T0
Eðt; W jI jÞ dt
t2
ð2:2:16Þ
for an absolute constant C40; and a constant Cðm0Þ40 depending on m0: If we
bound on the right-hand side of (2.2.16) the second term by 4k
R T
T0
Eðt; ZI wÞ dtt ; using
Cauchy–Schwarz, and sum (2.2.16) for jI jpN; we get (2.2.13).
Next we use (2.2.16) for jI jpqpN  1: To bound the second term on the right-
hand side, we writeZ
j@T ZI wj XjX j 
rX
t
ðZI wÞ

ðt; XÞsinhjX jjX j dX
p1
t
Z
j@T ZI wjjrX ZI wj sinhjX jjX j dXp
C
t
EðW qþ1; tÞ
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using that rX can be expressed in terms of the family Zk; with bounded coefﬁcients
by (1.2.9). Summing for jI jpq; we get (2.2.14). &
Proof of Proposition 2.2.2. We shall use the Gronwall inequality in the following
form: if we have an inequality between nonnegative functions on ½T0; T½
f ðtÞpjðtÞ þ
Z t
T0
f ðsÞyðsÞds; tA½T0; T½ ð2:2:17Þ
then on the same interval
f ðtÞpjðtÞ þ
Z t
T0
jðsÞyðsÞexp
Z t
s
yðtÞ dt

 
ds: ð2:2:18Þ
Let us prove (2.2.11) for c ¼ 0: We apply (2.2.17),(2.2.18) to inequality (2.2.13): we
take f ðTÞ ¼ EðT ; W NÞ;jðTÞ  4EðT0; W NÞ; yðsÞ ¼ Cs2 þ Ks with K ¼ 4kþ Cðm0Þe:
We get
EðT ; W NÞp 4EðT0; W NÞ 1þ C
Z T
T0
C
s2
þ K
s
 	
T
s
 	K
ds
 !
p n0EðT0; W NÞTK
for an absolute constant n0; since K40; T0X1:
We shall assume from now on that eA0; e0ðm0Þ½ with e0ðm0Þ so small that
Cðm0Þeo1=4: Let us assume that we proved (2.2.11) for some index c with coj0ðkÞ:
Apply (2.2.14) with q ¼ N  c 1: We deduce from this inequality and the induction
hypothesis
EðT ; W Nc1Þp 4EðT0; W Nc1Þ þ Cðm0Þe
Z T
T0
Eðt; W Nc1Þ dt
t
þ C
Z T
T0
ncEðT0; W NÞtKc2 dt: ð2:2:19Þ
Since by (2.2.2), cþ 1pj0ðkÞo4k; and since 4kANþ 1=2; we get K ¼ 4kþ
Cðm0ÞeXcþ 3=2: We apply (2.2.17) and (2.2.18) with yðsÞ ¼ Cðm0Þe=s and
jðsÞ ¼ 4EðT0; W Nc1Þ þ CncEðT0; W NÞ s
Kc1
K  c 1
p ð4þ 2CncsKc1ÞEðT0; W NÞ:
Since T0X1; we thus have an upper bound jðsÞpC0EðT0; W NÞsKc1 with a new
absolute constant C0: By (2.2.18) we get
EðT ; W Nc1ÞpC0EðT0; W NÞ TKc1 þ
Z T
T0
Cðm0ÞesKc2ðT=sÞCðm0Þe ds

 
:
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Since we assumed Cðm0Þeo1=4; K  c 2 Cðm0ÞeX 3=4 whence an estimate
EðT ; W Nc1Þp2C0EðT0; W NÞTKc1
which gives (2.2.11) at rank cþ 1:
We are left with proving inequality (2.2.12). We have proved inequality (2.2.11)
when c ¼ j0ðkÞ: Since then 4koj0ðkÞ þ 1 ¼ cþ 1; we have K  c 2 ¼ 4kþ
Cðm0Þe c 2pj0ðkÞ þ 12þ 14 c 2 ¼ 5=4 (remember that 4kA1=2þN). Then
(2.2.19) gives
EðT ; W Nc1ÞpC0EðT0; W NÞ þ Cðm0Þe
Z T
T0
Eðt; W Nc1Þ dt
t
for some absolute constant C040: By Gronwall inequality
EðT ; W Nc1ÞpC0EðT0; W NÞ 1þ Cðm0Þe
Z T
T0
ðT=sÞCðm0Þe ds
s

 
pC0EðT0; W NÞ½1þ ðT=T0ÞCðm
0Þe
which gives (2.2.12) since T0X1: &
Corollary 2.2.4. Let d40: There is an absolute constant C40 and e0ðm0Þ40 such that
for any w satisfying (2.2.10) and any eA0; e0ðm0Þ½ we have
sup
TA½T0;T½
jjW Nj0ðkÞ3ðT ; ÞjjLNpCEðT0; W NÞ1=2Td: ð2:2:20Þ
Proof. By (2.2.12), we have for any j; kAf0; 1; 2g; since sinhjX j=jX jX1
sup
TA½T0;T½
jjZjZkW Nj0ðkÞ3ðT ; Þjj2L2ðdXÞpncEðT0; W NÞTCðm
0Þe:
If we take e0ðm0Þ such that Cðm0Þeo2d; (2.2.20) follows from this inequality and
Sobolev embedding. &
3. Global existence and asymptotics
3.1. Proof of global existence
The main remaining step to prove global existence is to obtain a uniform LN
estimate for the solution to (1.2.37) and its derivatives. Corollary 2.2.4 provides yet a
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nonuniform estimate when T-þN; and we shall combine it with an ordinary
differential equation deduced from (1.2.37) to conclude the proof.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let w be a solution to (1.2.37) satisfying (2.2.10). There is e0ðm0Þ40;
depending on m0; a quadratic map
ðw; DT wÞ-qðX ; w; DT wÞ ¼ tðq1; q2Þ
whose coefficients belong to Ekþ3; and a function ðT ; X Þ-RðT ; X Þ ¼ tðR1; R2Þ
satisfying X
jI jpN 0þ1
jjZI RðT ; Þjj2LNpCEðT0; W NÞð1þ EðT0; W NÞÞ ð3:1:1Þ
for an absolute constant C; such that, for eA0; e0ðm0Þ½; w ¼ ðw1; w2Þ satisfies the
ordinary differential equation
ðD2T  m21Þw1 ¼
1
T
q1ðX ; w; DT wÞ þ 1
T7=4
R1;
ðD2T  m22Þw2 ¼
1
T
q2ðX ; w; DT wÞ þ 1
T7=4
R2: ð3:1:2Þ
Moreover, using notations (1.2.31), we can decompose qk as
qk ¼ qk1ðX ; w1; DT w1Þ þ bkðX ; w1; DT w1; w2; DT w2Þ þ qk2ðX ; w2; DT w2Þ: ð3:1:3Þ
Proof. We write Eq. (1.2.37) as
Pkw ¼ 1
T
Q T ; X ; w; DT w;
DX
T
w
 	
 PGw

 
: ð3:1:4Þ
By Corollary 2.2.4, we have for any index I with jI jpN  j0ðkÞ  5
jjZI Da0T ðDX=TÞa
0
wjjLNp
C
T ja0 j
EðT0; W NÞ1=2Td ð3:1:5Þ
when a0 þ ja0jp2; since DX can be expressed as a combination of the Zj’s by (1.2.9).
Consequently,
1
T
½QðT ; X ; w; DT w; ðDX=TÞwÞ  QðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0Þ
is of form CT2þ2dR; with R satisfying (3.1.1), because of (2.2.20) and of the fact that
N 0 þ 1pN  j0ðkÞ  5 by assumption (2.2.3). The same is true for ðPk  ðD2T 
M2ÞÞw and for the contribution to 1
T
PG of all terms of the deﬁnition (1.2.30) except
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the one indexed by ði; jÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ: Moreover,
1
T
½G00ðT ; X ; w; DT w; ðDX=TÞwÞ  G00ðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0ÞðD2T wÞ
will also give a contribution of type T2þ2dR by (3.1.5) and Corollary 2.2.4. We thus
can write the equation
Idþ 1
T
G00ðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0Þ
 	
D2T w  M2w ¼
1
T
QðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0Þ
þ 1
T22d
R: ð3:1:6Þ
Remark that, again by (2.2.20),
jT1G00ðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0ÞjpCT1þdEðT0; W NÞ1=2p1=2
if e is small enough. Inverting the coefﬁcient of D2T w in (3.1.6) we thus get
D2T w  M2w ¼
1
T
½QðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0Þ  G00ðT ; X ; w; DT w; 0ÞM2w þ 1
T23d
R
for a new remainder R satisfying (3.1.1). This gives (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) if we take d40
small enough and use (ii) of Proposition 1.2.4. &
Let us introduce some more notations. Set
u7j ¼ ðDT7mjÞwj; u7 ¼
u71
u72
" #
: ð3:1:7Þ
Denote by HðX ; uþ; uÞ ¼ ½H1
H2
 the quadratic term q ¼ ½q1
q2
 of the right-hand side of
(3.1.2) in which we substitute
wj ¼
uþj  uj
2mj
; DT wj ¼
uþj þ uj
2
: ð3:1:8Þ
Then H is a quadratic expression in uþ; u; with coefﬁcients in Ekþ3; and we can
write (3.1.2) as
ðDT  MÞuþ ¼ 1
T
HðX ; uþ; uÞ þ 1
T7=4
R;
ðDT þ MÞu ¼ 1
T
HðX ; uþ; uÞ þ 1
T7=4
R: ð3:1:9Þ
Moreover, by (3.1.3), the kth component Hk of H is given by
q˜k1ðX ; uþ1 ; u1 Þ þ b˜kðX ; uþ1 ; u1 ; uþ2 ; u2 Þ þ q˜k2ðX ; uþ2 ; u2 Þ; ð3:1:10Þ
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where q˜kj (resp. b˜
k) are quadratic forms with coefﬁcients in *Ekþ3 and
q˜12ðX ; uþ2 ; u2 Þ ¼ q12ðX ; ðuþ2  u2 Þ=2m2; ðuþ2 þ u2 Þ=2Þ;
b˜2ðX ; uþ1 ; u1 ; uþ2 ; u2 Þ
¼ b2ðX ; ðuþ1  u1 Þ=2m1; ðuþ1 þ u1 Þ=2; ðuþ2  u2 Þ=2m2; ðuþ2 þ u2 Þ=2Þ: ð3:1:11Þ
The coefﬁcients of ðuþ2 Þ2 and ðu2 Þ2 in the ﬁrst expression (3.1.11) are given,
respectively, by
1
4m22
q12ðX ; 1; m2Þ;
1
4m22
q12ðX ; 1;m2Þ;
and those of uþ1 u

2 ; u

1 u
þ
2 in the second expression (3.1.11) are
 1
4m1m2
b2ðX ; 1; m1; 1;m2Þ;  1
4m1m2
b2ðX ; 1;m1; 1; m2Þ:
In particular, when m1 ¼ 2m2 and the null condition is satisﬁed, (1.2.25) and (1.2.26)
tell us that these coefﬁcients are identically zero. Thus we have proved:
Lemma 3.1.2. When m1 ¼ 2m2 and the null condition is satisfied, the first (resp.
second) component of H does not contain bilinear terms of type ðuþ2 Þ2; ðu2 Þ2 (resp.
uþ1 u

2 ; u

1 u
þ
2 ).
Remember that by (2.2.5) we have an estimate EðZI w; T0Þ1=2pA˜e: The main
remaining step to prove global existence will be:
Proposition 3.1.3. Assume either (m1a2m2 and m2a2m1) or m1 ¼ 2m2 and the null
condition is satisfied. There is an absolute constant C140 and for any m040 there is
e0ðm0ÞA0; 1½ such that for any eA0; e0ðm0Þ½; any solution w to (1.2.37) satisfying (2.2.5)
at T ¼ T0 and estimate (2.2.10) on an interval ½T0; T½; we have
sup
TA½T0;T½
jjW N 0þ1ðT ; ÞjjLNpC1A˜e: ð3:1:12Þ
By (3.1.8) it is enough to control jjZI u7j ðT ; ÞjjLN for j ¼ 1; 2; jI jpN 0 þ 1: Deﬁne
gðTÞ ¼
X
jI jpN 0þ1
X2
k¼1
ðjjZI uþk ðT ; ÞjjLN þ jjZI uk ðT ; ÞjjLNÞ: ð3:1:13Þ
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We shall denote by
E˜0 ¼ EðT0; W NÞ1=2ð1þ EðT0; W NÞÞ1=2 ð3:1:14Þ
and establish:
Lemma 3.1.4. There is an absolute constant C40 such that under the assumption of
the proposition we have for eA0; e0ðm0Þ½ and TA½T0; T½
gðTÞpC gðT0Þ þ gðT0Þ2 þ gðTÞ2 þ
Z T
T0
gðtÞ½E˜0 þ 1þ gðtÞ2 dtt7=4 þ E˜0

 
: ð3:1:15Þ
Before proving this lemma, let us introduce some notations. Since Zj commutes
with DT ; we deduce from (3.1.9) that Z
I u7; jI jpN 0 þ 1 satisﬁes the system
ðDT8MÞðZI u7Þ ¼ 1
T
HI ðX ; ðZJuÞjJjpjI jÞ þ
1
T7=4
R7I ; ð3:1:16Þ
where HI ¼ ðH1I ; H2I Þ is a quadratic polynomial with coefﬁcients in E0; and where
the remainders satisfy because of (3.1.1)
sup
TA½T0;T½
jjR7I ðT ; ÞjjLNpCE˜0: ð3:1:17Þ
Moreover, Lemma 3.1.2 implies that when m1 ¼ 2m2 and the null condition is
satisﬁed, H1I (resp. H
2
I ) does not contain any monomial of type ðZJ1uþ2 ÞðZJ2uþ2 Þ;
ðZJ1u2 ÞðZJ2u2 Þ (resp. ðZJ1uþ1 ÞðZJ2u2 Þ; ðZJ1u1 ÞðZJ2uþ2 Þ) jJ1j þ jJ2jpjI j:
Lemma 3.1.5. Under the assumptions of the proposition, there are quadratic
polynomials H˜
k;7
I ðX ; ðZJuÞjJjpjI jÞ; with coefficients in E0 such that for jI jpN 0 þ 1;
ðDT8mkÞ½H˜k;7I ðX ; ðZJuÞjJjpjI jÞ ¼ HkI ðX ; ðZJuÞjJjpjI jÞ þ
1
T
S
k;7
I ðT ; XÞ; ð3:1:18Þ
where
jSk;7I ðT ; X ÞjpCgðTÞ½E˜0 þ gðTÞ þ gðTÞ2: ð3:1:19Þ
Proof. Consider a quadratic polynomial Q˜ðYþ1 ; Y1 ; Yþ2 ; Y2 Þ in 4q indeterminates
Yþ1 ; Y

1 ; Y
þ
2 ; Y

2 and consider for k ¼ 1; 2 the map Ik8 sending Q˜ to
X2
j¼1
mj½Yþj ð@Q˜=@Yþj Þ  Yj ð@Q˜=@Yj Þ8mkQ˜: ð3:1:20Þ
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The action ofIkd00 ðd00 ¼8Þ on a monomial Y dj;a  Y d
0
j0;a0 with j; j
0Af1; 2g; d; d0Afþ;g;
a; a0 denoting the indices of the coordinates of Y dj ; Y
d0
j0 ; is given by
ðdmj þ d0mj0 þ d00mkÞY dj;aY d
0
j0;a0 : ð3:1:21Þ
When m1a2m2 and m2a2m1; one checks immediately that the coefﬁcient in (3.1.21)
never vanishes. This means that in this case the map is surjective on the space of
quadratic polynomials.
When m1 ¼ 2m2; the coefﬁcient dmj þ d0mj0 þ d00m1 vanishes only if d ¼ d0 ¼ d00
and j ¼ j0 ¼ 2; and the coefﬁcient dmj þ d0mj0 þ d00m2 vanishes only if d ¼ d0 ¼
d00; j ¼ 1; j0 ¼ 2 or d ¼ d0 ¼ d00; j ¼ 2; j0 ¼ 1: So the range of I18 contains all
monomials except Y d2;aY
d
2;a0 with d ¼7; and the image of I28 misses monomials of
type Y d1;aY
d
2;a0 with d ¼7: These monomials are exactly those which are ruled out in
the expressions of H1I or H
2
I by the null condition.
We now take Y7j ¼ ðZJu7j ÞjJjpjI j; j ¼ 1; 2: If H˜ðX ; ðZJu7j ÞjJjpjI jÞ is a quadratic
polynomial with E0 coefﬁcients, we will have
ðDT8mkÞH˜ ¼ðIk8H˜ÞðX ; YÞ
þ ð@H˜=@Yþ1 ÞðDT  m1ÞYþ1 þ ð@H˜=@Y1 ÞðDT þ m1ÞY1
þ ð@H˜=@Yþ2 ÞðDT  m2ÞYþ1 þ ð@H˜=@Y2 ÞðDT þ m2ÞY2 ; ð3:1:22Þ
where we denoted by Y ¼ ðYþ1 ; Y1 ; Yþ2 ; Y2 Þ: By the above properties ofIk8; we can
choose H˜k;7I such that I
k
8H˜
k;7
I ¼ HkI : If in the last four terms of (3.1.22) we
substitute (3.1.16), we obtain expressions bounded by
CT1jY j3 þ CT7=4ðjRþI j þ jRI jÞjY j:
Using (3.1.17) and jY jpCgðTÞ; we see that we get a contribution to the ð1=TÞSk;7I
term in (3.1.18). This concludes the proof. &
Proof of Lemma 3.1.4. We deduce from Lemma 3.1.5 and from (3.1.16)
ðDT8mkÞ ZI u7k 
1
T
H˜
k;7
I

 
¼ 1
T2
S
k;7
I þ
1
T7=4
R7I ð3:1:23Þ
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for new remainders Sk;7I satisfying (3.1.19) and R
7
I verifying (3.1.17). If we
conjugate (3.1.23) with eimkT and integrate, we get the estimate
ZI u7k ðT ; X Þ 
1
T
H˜
k;7
I ðT ; X Þ


p ZI u7k ðT0; XÞ 
1
T0
H˜k;7I ðT0; XÞ

þ
Z T
T0
1
t2
jSk;7I ðt; X Þj þ
1
t7=4
jR7I ðt; X Þj

 
dt:
The conclusion follows from the fact that jH˜k;7I j is controlled by gðTÞ2 and from
(3.1.17), (3.1.19). &
Proof of Proposition 3.1.3. We start from (3.1.15). To estimate gðT0Þ; gðTÞ in the
right-hand side of (3.1.15), we make use of the estimates deduced from the energy
inequality in Corollary 2.2.4: we have for jI jpN  j0ðkÞ  3; taking dp1=2;
jjZI wðT ; ÞjjLNpCEðT0; W NÞ1=2T1=2: ð3:1:24Þ
If we take N 0 þ 2pN  j0ðkÞ  3; we have a similar estimate for jjZI u7k ðT ; ÞjjLN
when jI jpN 0 þ 1; and thus of gðTÞ: We use this inequality to control the term
ðE˜0 þ 1Þ
R T
T0
gðtÞ dt
t7=4
in the right-hand side of (3.1.15). We get
gðTÞpC gðT0Þ þ gðT0Þ2 þ gðTÞ2 þ sup
½T0;T 
gðtÞ3 þ E˜0ðE˜0 þ 1Þ
" #
: ð3:1:25Þ
By (2.2.5), E˜0pA˜eð1þ A˜eÞ; and by (3.1.24) at time T ¼ T0; gðT0ÞpCA˜e for an
absolute constant C40: We deduce from (3.1.25) that there is a new absolute
constant C such that when eA0; e0ðm0Þ½
gðTÞpC A˜eþ gðTÞ2 þ sup
½T0;T 
gðtÞ3
" #
for any TA½T0; T½: This implies, taking e0ðm0Þ small enough and C1 large enough
with respect to C; that (3.1.12) is satisﬁed, and concludes the proof. &
Proof of Theorem 1.2.6. The constants C1 and A˜ of Proposition 3.1.3 are
independent of m0 of estimate (2.2.10). Consequently we may ﬁx m0 ¼ 2C1A˜: Then
Proposition 3.1.3 asserts that if e is small enough and if we have on some interval
½T0; T½
sup
½T0;T½
jjW N 0þ1ðT ; ÞjjLNp2C1A˜e ð3:1:26Þ
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we get, on the same interval
sup
½T0;T½
jjW N 0þ1ðT ; ÞjjLNpC1A˜e: ð3:1:27Þ
Since, by (2.2.20), inequality (3.1.27) can be assumed to be valid at T ¼ T0 if C1 has
been ﬁxed large enough, we deduce from the above property that (3.1.27) holds true
on the whole interval of existence of the solution. Since N 0 þ 1X2 the classical
blowing up criterion for solutions to quasi-linear wave equations implies global
existence. &
3.2. Asymptotic behaviour
We shall prove Theorem 1.1.3. We assume here that the Cauchy data are in
CN0 ðR2Þ: Consequently, we can deﬁne w in terms of v by (1.2.18) using a k as large as
we want. We go back to Eq. (3.1.2). We remark that because we have now a uniform
estimate for jjZI wðT ; ÞjjLN for any I instead of just (2.2.20), inequality (3.1.5) is true
with a right-hand side replaced by Ce=T ja
0j: This shows that (3.1.2) is true with the
remainders T7=4Rj replaced by T2Rj ; with Rj ¼ OðeÞ in LN: The same
modiﬁcation holds true in (3.1.9), so (3.1.23) can be written now as
ðDT8mkÞ u7k 
1
T
H˜k;70

 
pCT2 e ð3:2:1Þ
or
@T e
8imkT u7k 
1
T
H˜k;70
 	
 
pCT2 e: ð3:2:2Þ
This implies that there is an LN function a7ðXÞ such that
jju7k ðT ; XÞ  e7imkT a7k ðXÞjjLNðdXÞ ¼ O
e
T
 
; T-þN: ð3:2:3Þ
Reasoning the same way with derivatives, we get that a7k are C
N; with bounded
derivatives. The conclusion will follow from expression (1.2.18) of v in terms of w;
and so in terms of u; if we can write
1
T
eimkT a7k ðXÞðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1 ¼
1
t
eimk
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t2x2
p
a˜7k ðx=tÞ þ
e
t2
rðt; xÞ ð3:2:4Þ
with a˜7k C
N supported inside the closed unit ball and
jrðt; xÞjpC 1 jxj
t
 	
þ
þ1
t

 p
:
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We shall no longer write the subscript k nor the supscript 7: Remember that our
change of coordinates was
t þ 2B ¼ T coshjX j; x ¼ TX sinhjX jjX j
whence
T ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðt þ 2BÞ2  x2
q
; X ¼ x
t
g
x
t
;
2B
t
 	
with
gðy; sÞ ¼ 1
2jyj log
1þ s þ jyj
1þ s  jyj:
Moreover, our solution v is supported for jxjpt þ B i.e. jyjp1þ s
2
if y ¼ x=t; s ¼
2B=t: It follows that on the support
T
t
¼ ½ð1þ sÞ2  y21=2B½ð1 jyjÞþ þ s1=2 ð3:2:5Þ
so
coshðkjX jÞ1pC 1 jxj
t
 	
þ
þ1
t

 k=2
: ð3:2:6Þ
This shows that the contribution 1
T
eimT aðX ÞðcoshðkjX jÞÞ11jxj4t to the left-hand side
of (3.2.4) can be incorporated to e
t2
r; if k is large enough with respect to p: Write now
1jxjot aðXÞðcoshðkjX jÞÞ1  a x
t
g
x
t
; 0
  
cosh k
x
t
  g x
t
; 0
   1 

pCe
t
1 jxj
t
 	
þ 1
t

 1þk=2
: ð3:2:7Þ
This follows from the fact that
jygðy; sÞ  ygðy; 0ÞjpCs½ð1 jyjÞþ þ s1
when jyjp1þ s=2 and that
jry½aðyÞðcoshðkjyjÞÞ1jpCeðcoshðkjyjÞÞ1pCe 1 jxj
t
 	
þ
þ1
t

 k=2
when yA½x
t
gðx
t
; 0Þ; x
t
gðx
t
; 2B
t
Þ: Consequently, (3.2.7) gives also a contribution to the
remainder in (3.2.4). If we set
%
a ¼ aðX Þ coshðkjX jÞ1j
X¼x
t
gðx
t
;0Þ we are thus left with
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the term
1
T
eimT1jxjot
%
aðx=tÞ: ð3:2:8Þ
Write when jyjo1
T ¼ t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 y2 þ 2s þ s2
p
¼ t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 y2
p
þ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 y2
p þ s2hðs; yÞ
" #
with jhðs; yÞjpCð1 jyjÞ3=2: We thus write (3.2.8)
1
t
eim
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t2x2
p
1jxjot
%
aðx=tÞe
im
2Bﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1ðx=tÞ2
p" # t
T
ei
4B2
t
hð2B=t;x=tÞ: ð3:2:9Þ
The term between brackets is by deﬁnition of
%
a smaller than Ceð1 jxj
t
Þk=2þ : The last
exponential may be written as 1þ Oð1
t
ð1 jxj
t
Þ3=2þ Þ and
t
T
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 ðx=tÞ2
q þ O 1
t
1 jxj
t
 	3=2
þ
 !
:
Plugging these expressions in (3.2.9) we get the principal part on the right-hand side
of (3.2.4) plus a contribution to the remainder.
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